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QUESTION 1

In a Common Data Service database, you create a canvas app and a custom entity. The app also reads data from the
Account entity in the Common Data Service database. 

Entity access permissions will be controlled by the Common Data Service User security role. You create a Common
Data Service solution. 

You need to replicate the changes to a new Common Data Service database. 

Which two components should you include with the canvas app? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Custom entity 

B. Account entity 

C. Common Data Service User security role 

D. Sitemap 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You are an app maker. 

You want to create apps and track customizations as part of the default solution. 

You need to determine the impact of performing the work in the default solution. 

What should you conclude? 

A. The default solution does not contain all components and customizations from all solutions in the environment. 

B. The prefix used when creating components as part of the default solution can be set to a specific value. 

C. The default solution cannot be exported and distributed to another environment. 

Correct Answer: C 

Default Solution. This is a special solution that contains all components in the system. The default solution is useful for
discovering all the components and configurations in your system. 

Why you shouldn\\'t use the default solutions to manage customizations There are a few reasons why you shouldn\\'t
create apps and make customizations in either of the default solutions: 

The default solution can\\'t be exported; therefore, you can\\'t distribute the default solution to another environment. 

The default solution contains all components and customizations from all solutions in the environment. By default, all
enabled users can create apps and customize components in the Common Data Services Default Solution. 
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It\\'s difficult to locate or identify the customizations you\\'ve made in the environment by using either default solution. 

When you use either default solution to create components, you\\'ll also use the default publisher assigned to the
solution. This often results in the wrong publisher prefix being applied to some components. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/use-solutions-for-your-customizations 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to create an app for a client\\'s janitors, who will only access the app via their mobile phones. 

The app must connect directly to a Microsoft Excel workbook to track cleaning tasks. Also, the janitors should have the
ability to check completed tasks off on a checklist. 

Which of the following actions should you take? 

A. You should consider creating a canvas app. 

B. You should consider creating a model-driven app. 

C. You should consider creating an embedded canvas app. 

D. You should consider creating a portal app. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/model-driven-apps/embedded-canvas-app-guidelines
https://global.hitachi-solutions.com/blog/canvas-vs-model-driven-apps 

 

QUESTION 4

A clothing retailer is creating a Power Virtual Agents chatbot in Microsoft Teams. The chatbot will use Microsoft
Dataverse for Teams to provide sales metrics by store. 

A user wants to be able to ask the chatbot to see all the sales for pants. 

You need to configure the chatbot to provide sales data for pants even when a user enters the terms jeans, slacks, or
trousers. 

Which chatbot component should you use? 

A. Skills 

B. Tables 

C. Topics 

D. Supported languages 

E. Entities 

Correct Answer: E 
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Closed list entities let you define a list of items. This is best used for small lists that are easy to manage and that have
simple item labels. 

You can add synonyms to manually expand the matching logic for each item in the entity\\'s list. For example, in the
"hiking" item, you can add "trekking" and "mountaineering" as synonyms. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-virtual-agents/advanced-entities-slot-filling 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to set the value for a global variable named RunningTotal to 5 and navigate to the previous screen named
MainScreen. Which formula should you use? 

A. UpdateContext( { RunningTotal: 5 } ); Navigate( MainScreen, ScreenTransition.Cover, RunningTotal ); 

B. If( Value(TextBox1.Text) >= 0, (Set( RunningTotal, 5); Back();), Color.Green ) 

C. UpdateContext( { RunningTotal:5 } ); Back() 

D. Set( RunningTotal, 5 ); Back(); 

Correct Answer: D 

You set the value of the global variable with the Set function. Set( MyVar, 1 ) sets the global variable MyVar to a value
of 1. 

Use the Back and Navigate function to change which screen is displayed. 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/working-with-variables 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/maker/canvas-apps/functions/function-navigate 
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